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ABSTRACT
The article concentrates upon the uses of both English language and Technology as without these two the existence of plentiful
fields is impracticable. It discusses on the subject of the significance of English in the field of Technology and gradually
followed by the descriptions, comments and examples of vary fields in which both English and Technology are utilized. It is
considered as the best integration to search, to increase, to accomplish, to realize, to obtain, and to achieve. Both English and
Technology are the provisions correlated and can create immeasurable opportunities and possibilities.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to globalization, one cannot ignore the importance of English as it is the most familiar language used all over the world.
English is the language which can strengthen us not only within our own country but throughout the world. Most of the best
books on all such subjects are available in English language only. We cannot interpret it all in our own local languages; as a
result, acquaintance of English can only prove to be a blessing. English has been playing a leading role to develop technology in
many areas including Business and Management, Engineering and Medicine, and the most importantly in Education and
Technology.

BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

A number of high-profile jobs are correlated with international communication and world-wide data sharing via technology
which is supported by English. Multinational companies cannot exist without the use of Technology as well as English. They
require both updated Technology to compete the other companies and proper use of the English to communicate with their
employees. In addition, these companies organise video conferences to develop their business worldwide. If the boss wishes to
share information with his junior colleagues related to the company, he or she has to use both technology and English because a
multinational company has the most of the employees and workers come from vary countries of the world. Both technology and
English connect the business of the multinational companies to the other countries of the world.

Internet is considered as one of the most imperative, vital and essential parts of technology. Furthermore it is the largest
foundation in the world which is based on awareness, knowledge and information of English, an international language.

To sustain in the market, the business sectors like banks, stock exchanges, shopping malls, private business houses have to
develop the use of technology as much as they can. In India, many banks have started the facility of online banking, mobile
banking, message alerts, etc. In the same way, stock exchanges make the facility of online business available with respect to
their customers. The companies overseeing shopping malls make the credit-debit card systems available which relieve the
customers from carrying cash with them and it is safe too. Private houses endow the facility of being medium of online
transactions for the sake of their customers’ comfort. The only obligation for using all these sources is the worldly language,
English without which these sources remain of no importance.

ENGINEERING AND MEDICINE

Both English and Technology are major aspects of the field of medicines. Doctors and pharmacists use technology throughout
their working hours. Doctors require the different types of machines used for patients’ check up are based on different
Technologies. Hospitals occupy updated computer systems to maintain the records of the patients because sometimes it is
mandatory to preserve records of the medical history of patients. Computers are mostly used by pharmacists to maintain the
record of prescriptions of the medicines.
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In order to increase the engineering knowledge and skills, engineering students should possess the English language proficiency
before they pass out and become engineers. In fact, almost all of the technical papers or academic journals in all over the world
are written as well as printed in English. In addition, it is important to say that for typing as well as printing, Technology plays
an important role in the form of equipments like computer and printer respectively. Lectures are delivered in English by the
professors of engineering institutes. And as an outcome of this process, students are expected to attempt their examination papers
in English only. Learners are supposed to submit their tutorials, journals, projects, seminars, theses, etc. in English. If they
choose to submit these materials in soft copies, they have to use both technology and English. Generally, engineering students
face campus interviews during their final year of respected courses and a number of national and multinational companies visit
vary engineering institutes. For this, the students are in severe requirement of English as a part of communication. At least they
should be proficient enough to present their answers in superior quality English among the interviewers. Almost all types of
recruitment processes are shaped including descriptive test, group conversation and individual consultation which take place in
English only.
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY
Technological books are written in English and must be taught in English so that the effect remains alive. English is a language
having an international position and can provide the paramount intermediate to interact with external world. People who go to
another country to study can have English only as their benchmark of study. English language laboratories concentrate upon
teaching and learning of English as a language. Language laboratories include the equipments like: computers, projectors,
headphones, digital notice boards, display boards, etc. Generally language laboratories work with software based teaching which
includes use of Technology at its best. Some of the institutes buy the software for teaching purpose and prepare server based
programme to provide language education in the laboratories. Institutes which establish such English language laboratories can
provide education of both English and Technology to its students. And they achieve positive aspects as an outcome in the form
of students’ selection in campus interviews and job placements. Though the enlargement of Internet can be found in a variety of
languages, English is the stronghold of the Internet users. This is the language in which almost all of the information and
websites are accessible. It is complicated to transform each and every important webpage into the language of different
countries. The hope of English as a language is safe and sound.

CONCLUSION

English is somehow an obligatory requirement for the enlargement of various fields which have been discussed above with
examples and explanations. Especially when it comes to Information and Communication Technology, it proves itself in an
outstanding way. Use of ICT in education is possible with the help of English. Several fields as discussed above like business,
management, engineering, technology, medicine and specially education, both ICT and English are pedestals to grow, to
develop, to sustain and to improve. Nowadays, these two are the needs of each and every one whatever his or her field is. And
the person who belongs to the field of Education be a student or a teacher, he has to be dependent on both ICT and English
which will definitely unlock their abilities and opportunities.
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